
1. First thing�s first; look at a GLOBE of the earth not a flat map, this is because a 
flat map will distort things near the poles to make them look larger than they 
really are (Greenland looks nearly as large as the entirety of North America).  Get 
the proportions of landmass to ocean roughly in your mind and take some 
measurements if you want to by using a piece of string then holding the string up 
to a ruler.  I live in the US so this tutorial will be based on that.  On my globe 
North America measures 7 ½ inches high by 7 inches wide.  So if I want 
something similar my map should be at least 8 by 8 to account for the oceans.  For 
this tutorial I�m going to do something small (1 inch by 1 inch or 1000 by 1000).   

2. To get maximum detail I set my resolution way up there at 1000 dpi.  This will 
give us 1 pixel  = 1 mile.  Some will immediately point out that the U.S. is only 
3500 miles wide or so and not 5000 but that�s okay because this issue will be 
addressed in fairly short order (we�ll be using a border all the way around that 
will chop off roughly 500 pixels from the land and further steps could chop off 
anywhere from 100 to 1000 pixels thus getting us back to proper earth-like 
proportions).  If your system cannot handle these dimensions without chugging 
it�s guts out then cut the size in half, this will give you 1 pixel = 2 miles, still not 
too shabby, eh?  If your system can handle this then try a higher resolution (never 
tried it myself), this will give you 1 pixel = ½ mile, or ¼ mile or whatever.  Or try 
doing a full earth (the earth is roughly 25,000 miles in circumference around the 
equator and slightly less from pole to pole so it wouldn�t roll very well due to this 
beer-belly but for simplicity�s sake I use 12,500 so use 25 inches by 12 ½ inches).   

3. Foreground black, background white 
4. Background information:  look at some topography maps or Google earth maps of 

mountain ranges, swamps, beaches, deserts, rivers, lakes, forests, canyons, arctic 
poles, or any other geologic phenomena you want in your map so that you have an 
idea of what to shoot for.  I prefer the NASA maps or MSN maps because the 
Google maps are too distorted, splotchy, and incomplete. 

5. Initial thoughts:  cold near the poles, hot around the equator so I plan to have a 
gradient from white at top to gray to brownish (tundra) to ochre-green (plains) to 
green to dark green (tropics) to pale yellow-orange (deserts). 

6. Filter > render > clouds. 

7.  



8. Duplicate this layer (background copy) and then rename it �ocean�. 
9. Add a layer style of inner glow.  Set the mode to normal, opacity to 100%, noise 

is 0, color is black, technique is softer, choke is 10, size is 250, contour is normal 
(linear), range 50%, jitter is 0.  This sort of frames out the area we are going to 
work in. 

10. 
 

11. Create a new layer and link with ocean layer.  Move this layer below the ocean 
layer, click on the ocean layer and merge down. 

12. Duplicate this layer (ocean copy) and rename it to �base�. 
13. Image > adjustments > brightness/contrast = contrast up to 100%.   



14.  
15. Interesting but it sort of looks like a cow doesn�t it?  This clearly defines land in 

white from water in black but it also has a freakin huge bay in the middle. 
16. Create a new layer and change the foreground color to red and background color 

to green.  With a large pencil sketch in areas where you want to disconnect land 
with red and join land with green. 

17.  
18. Pencil > hard square 1 (on the brushes tab click on �brush tip shape� and set the 

spacing slider all the way down - this is necessary because if you�re like me then 
you use your airbrush at a spacing of 25% or some such). 

19. What we do now is fill in the gaps.  Reset the colors to black and white, turn this 
layer�s opacity down to 50% and click on the base layer.  Wherever there is red 
draw a wavy line in black.  Wherever there is green use the white.   



20.  
21. When done delete the new layer and flood fill the areas with black or white.  This 

will connect land to land or ocean to ocean. 

22.  
23. Use a large pencil (300 pixels) and black as the color and cover over some of the 

islands you don�t want.  What we want here is to diminish the square-ness of our 
map.  Be sure you go over areas that already seem black when zoomed all the way 
out like this but when zoomed in, there are plenty of islands.  Next use white and 
blot out some of the lakes, not too many just yet but some, especially any that 
seem to be too near to the coast.  On a small map like this, this is an easy step but 
on larger maps there are numerous lakes that have to be theoretically connected to 
a river system (which are pains in the rear but we�ll discuss that later). 

24. Next zoom in to at least 200% and start checking our coastlines and islands to 
make sure that there are not any lakes too close to the ocean because natural 
erosion would have taken care of this and moved the ocean in to fill this area 
creating a bay.  Use a 5 pixel hard round pencil and blot out the lakes and tweak 
the coast but avoid over-tweaking the coast or else you will lose bays and harbors 
and hooks (like Massachusetts) and boot-heels (like Italy).  Use white to add land 
and black to add water.  What I do is zoom to 200 or 300% and start in the top left 



corner and scan across, making tweaks as I go, and when I get to the other side 
move down and scan back across until I have reached the bottom.  Also look for 
long straight lines or large right angles and round these off.  Be careful to make 
sure you leave a few large lakes and don�t cover over all of the little lakes, 
especially if you want some place like Minnesota �land of 10,000 lakes�.  Where 
you know there will be desert or plains then go ahead and cover these areas pretty 
well but not completely since lakes in the desert will act as oases and all lakes 
visible at this resolution are at least 1 mile so there will likely be a village of some 
sort nearby.  This process can take a while but if you�re going to do it, you might 
as well do it right.  This is also the time to add any unique features like a skull 
island or an island in a lake for which to place a magnificent castle.  Don�t do any 
major terra-forming but instead tweak what is already there.   

25. Here is what I have and we can see that I need to tweak out some of those lakes 
near the coast. 

26. 
 

27. I cleaned up stray lakes and islands around the coast but the main thing is that I 
added that skull island and a hook. 



28. 
 

29. When done zoom back out and rename this layer to �base�. 
30. Copy this layer and fill in all of the lakes. 
31. Select > color range (use black with fuzziness 200) and hit delete and deselect and 

hide the layer.  Click back on the base layer and repeat then hide the base layer as 
well. 

32. Click on the ocean layer and copy it, then rename the new layer to �reef�. 
33. Filter > render > difference clouds.  Repeat. 
34. Copy the layer and rename it �hills� then hide the hills layer. 
35. Copy the hills layer and rename it to �mountains�.  Here is what I have, if you 

want, you could go back and redo step 33 until you get something you like. 



36. 
 

37. Now is the time to add any canyons, escarpments, meteor craters, volcanoes, or 
other geologic phenomena (on a new layer so that if you don�t like it you can 
delete the layer and try again).  Depending on the size of the map, you may need 
to zoom way in to like 300 � 500%.  Canyons are made with either a small 
airbrush (for something big) or a small pencil (since the Grand Canyon is only 1 
mile wide and our resolution here is 1 pixel = 1 mile) and using a black or dark 
gray color.  Start with a white airbrush (this �raises� our land) then use the dark 
pencil over top and make something squiggly but angular resembling lightning or 
a crack (later we are going to delete these dark areas so the white around our 
canyons will be preserved).  Volcanoes are made with a small airbrush by placing 
a dark dot somewhere and then using a soft round brush of 3 or 5 pixels or so with 
a low, low flow (under 10%) and brushing some black gulleys or white ridges 
radiating out from the center of the dot looking like lightning but not too angular.  
An escarpment is tricky to make.  Use a soft round brush of 5 or so and a dark 
color and use a low flow of around 20% and find a white area.  Build up your 
dark color right next to the white area keeping it in between gradual and abrupt (I 



try to keep at least 1 or 2 grays between the black and white) then as you get 
further away make sure there is a large all black area (this will get deleted and our 
green plains will show through). 

38. Here is my canyon leading up to a volcano.  I drew the cracks with a hard 1 pixel 
brush and used a 5 pixel soft round brush for the valley (black) and volcanic 
ridges (white), then reduced the opacity to 50% and merged it down onto the 
mountains layer. 

39. 
 

40. Filter > render > lighting effects.  What we have is one large spotlight covering 
the whole image coming in from the lower right.  Settings are:  intensity 25, focus 
100, gloss �100, material 100, exposure 0, ambience 8, texture channel is red, 
white is high is checked, and height is set to 100. 



41. 
 

42. If we set the exposure, ambience, or intensity too high everything becomes 
brighter and therefore higher and looks more like a plateau and puts a black line 
around the continent which is annoying.  Here is what we have. 



43. 
 

44. Let�s work on the land now so hide the mountains layer and click on the ocean 
layer. 

45. Copy the ocean layer and move it up above the reef layer and rename it to �land�. 
46. Filter > render > lighting effects.  What we have here are 5 omni lights, one in the 

center and one in each corner, the settings are the same for all:  intensity 6, gloss �
100, material 100, exposure 0, ambience 8, texture channel is red, white is high is 
checked and height is 100.  This gives our land a little bumpiness and looks like 
any other realistic stone tutorial out there. 



47. 
 

48. Control-click on the base layer then select > inverse then hit delete then deselect.  
It should look something like a giant stone floating over a sea of clouds. 

49. Let�s bring this world to life.  Add a layer style, this consists of a gradient overlay 
reversed, mode is hard light, opacity is 100%, style is linear aligned with layer, 
angle is 90, scale is 100%.  The colors in the gradient are as follows:  Color 1 at 
5% is pure white � FFFFFF (rgb 255, 255, 255), color 2 at 15% is a green ochre - 
555A41 (rgb 85, 90, 65), color 3 at 25% is a darker green ochre - 293415 (rgb 41, 
52, 21), color 4 at 55% is a dark green - 242810 (rgb 36, 40, 16), color 5 at 65% is 
a darker green � 121C03 (rgb 18, 28, 3), color 6 at 70% is a very dark green � 
0D1501 (rgb 13, 21, 1), color 7 at 80% is a sage green - 383B17 (rgb 56, 59, 23), 
color 8 at 90% is a light taupe - DAC094 (rgb 218, 192, 148) and color 9 at 100% 
is a creamy - F0E6BE (rgb 240, 230, 190).  There is also an outer glow:  mode is 
screen, opacity is 25%, noise is 0, color is light blue - 40C8FF (rgb 64, 200, 255), 
technique is softer, spread is 0, size is 35, contour is normal (linear), range is 
50%, jitter is 0.  Much better now, eh? 



50. 
 



51. 
 



52. 
 

53. Here is what I have so far. 



54. 
 

55. Depending on your gamma it might be kind of dark.  To fix that now, click on the 
base layer.  Change the blending mode to soft light and reduce opacity to 60% or 
so.  Ah much better.  If you want your desert at the top (when doing a southern 
hemisphere continent), then unclick the �reverse� on the gradient on the land 
layer.  Pay no attention to that blue ring it will be useful later but for now let�s 
give our whales a place to swim. 

56. Click on the ocean layer and hide anything above it except the land layer.  Image 
> adjustments > gradient map.  Color 1 at 0% is a dark bluish-teal � 000A32 (rgb 
0, 10, 50), color 2 at 40% is a grayish blue-teal - 32528C (rgb 50, 82, 140), color 
3 at 60% is a grayish teal - 4F809F (rgb 79, 128, 159), and color 4 at 80% is an 
aqua - 80BCCD (rgb 128, 188, 205).  Depending on your monitor�s gamma, white 
point or color setup these colors might seem awkward so change them to suit 
yourself.  What we see here is pretty cool.  That�s why we paid no attention to 
that blue ring in the previous step. 



57. 
 

58. Control-click on the base layer, select > modify > expand = 40.  Select > feather = 
40.  Select > inverse.  Create a new layer and change the foreground color to a 
dark blue, I use 000A32 (rgb 0, 10, 50).  Fill, deselect, and merge down.  This 
trims down the light blue shelf we have going. 

59. Click on the hills layer and hide any layer above and reset the colors to black and 
white.  Filter > noise > add noise = 5%, monochromatic and gaussian.  We are 
going to run a lighting effects filter and this added noise will give us lots and lots 
of little hills (in French little hills translates to pettite cotes or something like that 
� I�m a lil rusty on my French but this is where we get the word petticoat).  By the 
way go ahead and run the lighting effects filter from step 46.   

60. It�s a good idea to save your document at this point because repeated lighting 
effects somehow break photoshop.  If it happens, save the document, close 
photoshop, then reload photoshop and reload the document.  Alternately, wait 2 
minutes before running the filter, I find that this time helps to keeps things from 
breaking. 



61. Everything should have darkened up a bit so now let us select > color range, 
choose black and set fuzziness to 150.  Hit delete and deselect.  Control-click on 
the base layer, select > modify > contract 10, select > feather 10, select > inverse, 
delete and deselect.  The first part of this step deletes all the darker parts of the 
layer and the second part deletes hills hovering over the ocean. 

62. These are going to be our broad foothills leading up into the mountains.  Add a 
layer style.  First, there is a color overlay:  mode is soft light, opacity is 100%, 
color is a brown with a hint of green - 5A461E (rgb 90, 70, 30).  Second there is a 
bevel and emboss:  style is emboss, technique is chisel soft, depth is 100%, 
direction is up, size is 3, soften is 0, shading angle is 120, shading altitude is 30, 
gloss contour is linear, highlight mode is a white screen at 50%, and shadow 
mode is a black multiply at 50%. 

63. 
 

64. Doesn�t look like much unless you zoom in to 100% or more.  Now those are 
some awesome looking hills.  If the hills are too pronounced in an area where you 
want plains or deserts use a large eraser set to airbrush with a very low flow and 
erase some hills but wait until we get our mountains finished off. 



65. Click on the mountains layer and hide anything above.  Select > color range, use 
black but this time set fuzziness to 200.  This will select more gray areas for us to 
delete and thus cut our mountains back away from the edges of our hills.  Hit 
delete then deselect. 

66. Control-click on the base layer.  Select > modify > contract = 20 (you�ll notice 
this is larger than we did for the hills because we want to push our mountains 
away from the beaches). 

67. Select > feather = 20 
68. Select > inverse.  Hit delete then deselect. 
69. Lots of white there, eh?  Apply a layer style of color overlay.  Layer blending 

mode is hard light, color overlay is mode of soft light, opacity 100%, color is a 
brown with a hint of green - 5A461E (rgb 90, 70, 30).  Add an inner bevel (chisel 
soft, up, size is 3, and the light should be from the top left 120 over 30).  Whoa!  
Now those are some mountains.  They even look good zoomed out but there are 
too many of them. 

70. 
 



71. Use a large eraser (I use the 300 pixel airbrush with a flow of 10 to 20%) and 
erase the mountains you don�t want.  Start zoomed out but make sure you zoom in 
to 100% or more and erase the areas that look like there are lakes up in the 
mountains using a smaller airbrush.  It�s okay to leave a few but don�t get crazy, I 
only know of one Crater Lake (in Nevada I think).  Keep in mind that mountains 
are formed by plate tectonics.  They are generally found in 3 places:  a) near an 
edge of a plate where a land plate is colliding with an ocean plate (Rockies and 
Andes), b) as the spine of a continent where 2 land plates have collided 
(Himalayas and Alps), or c) volcanic ridges formed by 2 ocean plates colliding 
(Hawaii) or separating (Iceland).  Leave some stray mountains to add flavor like 
the Black Hills and the Smokey Mountains.  If you can�t see your mountains in 
the desert or ice don�t worry, the mountains add some texture but you could 
always erase �em if ya want.  Pay special attention to erase mountains that seem 
too close to the ocean unless you want some fjords.  Zoom out and check your 
work often and remember to erase on the hills layer as well in order to have some 
flat plains or swamp areas. 

72. 
 



73. Click on the reef layer, hide anything above, and run the same lighting effects 
filter as in step 46. 

74. Image > adjustments > gradient map.  What we use here is a 5 color gradient from 
ocean blue to surf whitecaps.  Color 1 set at position 0 is 000A32 (rgb 0, 10, 50).  
Color 2 set at position 25 is 0C3219 (rgb 12, 50, 25).  Color 3 at position 50 is 
7DC8AF (rgb 125, 200, 175).  Color 4 at position 75 is B4F0FA (rgb 180, 240, 
250).  Color 5 at position 100 is E6F0FA (rgb 230, 240, 250). 

75. Kind of crazy looking so let�s fix that; control-click on the base layer, select > 
modify > expand 40, select > feather 40, select > inverse, create a new layer, 
change the foreground color to 000A32 (rgb 0, 10, 50), fill, deselect and merge 
down.  Unhide your upper layers.  If you have too much of the bright aqua, like in 
a bay, use an airbrush to cover some of it. 

76. 
 

77. Very important, control-click on the base copy layer then delete and deselect.  
This removes reefs from the inland lakes and lets the ocean layer show through 
with its darker blues.  I like my lakes to be darker still so I control-click on the 
base copy layer, create a new layer, rename it to �lakes�, move above the land 



layer, and fill with the same blue, deselect then trash the base copy layer.  
Everything is blue now so control-click on the base layer delete and deselect. 

78. We�re looking pretty good don�t you think?  But there�s something missing, it all 
looks too perfect.  Let�s add some splotchiness to break up all of that green.  Click 
on the land layer and make a new layer then rename it �adjust 1�.  Control-click 
on the base layer.  Change the foreground color to black and change the 
background color to something yellowish like F0DC82 (rgb 240, 220, 130).  Filter 
> render > clouds.  Set the layer blending mode to soft light and opacity to around 
60%.  Ah, looks kind of mossy.  I like it.  You can experiment with the yellowish 
but anything too light looks more like snow and anything too bright looks too 
splotchy.  Do not deselect yet. 

79. Make a new layer and rename it to �adjust 2�.  Change the black to a reddish-
brown � 201008 (rgb 32, 16, 8).  Filter > render > clouds.  Set the layer blending 
mode to soft light and opacity to 60%.  You can experiment with the brown to use 
more red but that doesn�t look real.  Do not deselect yet. 

80. What we have should look splotchy with yellow and brown and not diseased but 
at any rate we can fix that.. 

81. Make a new layer and rename it to �adjust 3�.  Here we can make all of the color 
tweaks we want.  Change the reddish-brown to black.  Use a large airbrush with a 
flow of 10% and zoom out. Use the black to darken in places where you want 
forests and around lakes and really darken the areas where you want swamps 
(don�t forget to darken the valleys a little bit).  Use a dark green to cover up some 
desert. Use the yellowish to extend your deserts or lighten up the plains areas.  
Use a smaller airbrush with gray or white and paint a little extra color to make 
your mountains extra cold or use a dark green or black to make the mountains 
extra lush and tropical or use the reddish-brown to make the mountains extra 
hostile (great in desert or tundra areas for making Mordor).  Use the airbrush with 
white to extend your permafrost areas and a gray to extend the tundra.  The jet 
stream on our earth flows west to east.  It frequently bends and dips going north to 
south or south to north and only rarely east to west.  These winds carry rain that 
will get blocked by mountains.  Therefore, rain tends to pile up on western sides 
of mountains so make these areas a little extra greener with green or black.  The 
eastern sides, therefore, miss out on some rain so make these areas a little more 
arid with a yellow, light tan, light gray, or reddish-brown.  Don�t forget to work 
on the islands, check for unwanted mountains and deserts and I usually color them 
up with some green.  When happy deselect. 

82. Now for the piece de resistance�we�re going to add in a continental shelf to 
really make our reefs glitter like a jewel.  Click on the reef layer and hide 
everything above and reset the colors to black and white.  Create a new layer and 
rename it to �shelf�.  Filter > render > clouds.  Then do 2 difference clouds.  
Select > color range (use black with fuzziness 150) then delete.  Control-click on 
the base layer.  Select > modify > expand 40.  Select > feather 40.  Select > 
inverse.  Delete and deselect.  Image > adjustments > gradient map (use the same 
as we did for the ocean in step 56).  Unhide the above layers and set the layer 
blending mode to linear dodge and lower the opacity to 60%.  This lightens up the 
heavy greenish feel of the reef but puts dark holes where we airbrushed in some 



extra blue on the reef layer.  So grab an eraser and erase (on the shelf layer) over 
those holes.  Outstanding! 

83. 
 

84. We can call this done if we so choose and save it or�add rivers. 
85. Try to avoid the urge to start putting in rivers as I will often put in way too many 

and this will take hours upon hours.  Keep in mind our resolution here of 1 pixel = 
1 mile.  Most rivers would not even be visible (like 99% of them).  Only a handful 
of our rivers would be seen (Amazon, Nile, Mississippi, Yangtze).  Notice 
anything about these?  One per continent roughly.  You may think that something 
like the Danube or the Missouri would be seen but I live in St. Louis and the 
Missouri is only about ½ mile wide thus not visible at this resolution.  As for most 
of the European rivers, I can�t really tell from the pictures I�ve seen but 
accounting for the scale of buildings none seem as wide as the Missouri. Of 
course the Amazon is about 3 miles wide near the delta but the rest of it isn�t 
nearly as wide.  Then again, floods happen and it�s your world so do what you 
like but remember if you have a 5 mile wide river (5 pixels) then it�s branches are 



going to be big as well, like 3 miles, and further branches are going to be 1 mile 
so you will end up laying in rivers for days and days (trust me I�ve been there). 

86. If you absolutely want some rivers, here�s how we do it.  First, click on the 
mountains layer then control-click the base layer (this will keep us from drawing 
out into the ocean), make a new layer and rename it �layout�.  Use a fat pencil 
(that you can see when zoomed out) to layout some basic shapes while trying to 
follow the lay of the land.  Use our same blue 000A32 (rgb 0, 10, 50). 

87. 
 

88. Create a new layer and rename it to rivers, then use a tiny pencil of 1 pixel (since 
1 pixel = 1 mile you only need major rivers and make sure the brush tip spacing is 
set as low as possible) and zoom in to 200 or 300%.  When you start drawing, 
hide the layout layer so it doesn�t block your view and unhide it if you get lost 
(erase the layout river as you go along), try to follow the darker areas since these 
are lower and more lush � start with the longest river first since other rivers will 
feed into it and use some logic to figure out which rivers belong tied to the main 
river and which rivers belong on their own with their own tributaries, start with 
the delta and work upstream a ways then switch to the mountains and work 



downstream a ways eventually tying them together, don�t add too many tributaries 
up near the mountains, since we�re working with 1 pixel = 1 mile most tributaries 
wouldn�t be visible as they�re usually streams and creeks and such feeding down 
to the plains where they merge to form larger and larger branches.  Also try to tie 
in some of the lakes, especially the large ones. 

89. Try to follow the lay of the land because all of those awesome hills will have 
rivers flow between them and not over them, try to think of the path of least 
resistance �cuz that�s what water does from high to low.  Try to make the rivers 
meander a lot (think snake-like as straight rivers don�t look real, the closer you 
zoom in the better it will look but the longer it will take), put at least a fork or 2 in 
the river, if you want something like the Amazon use a 2 or 3 pixel pencil from 
the delta up to the first fork, rivers generally flow toward the equator due to the 
earth�s spin but there are exceptions, just don�t make too many exceptions unless 
the coast is close, add deltas and swamp waters. 

90. When done deselect and discard the layout layer.  Add a layer style of color 
overlay with the color 001414 (rgb 0, 20, 20).  This makes our rivers a lil tealish 
and not so blue.  If you like, fill in your lakes with the same color. 



91. 
 

92. Hey, well whaddaya know, it sorta looks like my home town right there where all 
those rivers meet (heh heh). 

93. To make the rivers pop and blend in with the ocean along the continental shelf 
and lakes, zoom in and use the eyedropper to pick up a color along the shelf, use a 
large airbrush with a flow of 100%, then control-click on the rivers layer and 
make a new layer called �deltas�.  Then single click to spray the area around 
where the river and ocean meet and deselect when done.  If you don�t like the 
color of your rivers then apply a layer style of color overlay and choose a color 
you like, same with the deltas 



94. 
. 

95. If you want some additional lakes then grab one of your favorite cloud brushes 
but make sure you are in pencil mode and use the dark bluish-teal and make a new 
layer and rename it �more lakes�.  Make a click and you have a lake but now you 
have to change to a new clouds brush for a new lake or else they all look the 
same.  Apply a layer style of inner glow with the same color as your deltas.  If 
you don�t have any clouds brushes then use the 1 pixel pencil and sketch some in 
by hand. 

96. As much as I warned you about avoiding rivers this next warning is ten times 
more important.  DO NOT try to put in some lush river valleys!  I have yet to find 
a way to do this that isn�t absolutely hideous or absolutely invisible.  You can try 
playing with an outer glow, a drop shadow, a gradient stroke, bevel and emboss, 
an airbrush, stroking a path, gaussian blurring, blending modes, or anything else.  
The bottom line is this:  what looks good at 100% zoom looks like a giant gash 
when zoomed out and what looks good zoomed out is invisible at 100% zoom.  
This why I told you to follow the lay of the land and go through dark areas.  The 
problem with layer styles is that they go out into the ocean as well. 



97. If you forgot to add volcanoes or canyons or the like you can always delete 
everything between the land layer and the base copy layer and start over by 
copying the background and putting it above the land layer and repeating the 
necessary steps.  Yes you do have to redo the rivers and lakes and deltas because 
when we render the difference clouds the mountains will be in new places 
(remember what I said about not putting in rivers?).  The other option is to create 
a new document of any size but with the same 1000 resolution, make your fancy 
geology (clouds, noise, difference clouds, difference clouds, airbrush tweaks, 
delete the black colors), render the lighting effects, cut it out and then paste above 
the mountains layer, erase or smudge any sharp edges, then merge it down onto 
the mountains layer.  This is also handy if your mountain ranges look kind of 
skinny and wimpy, we make more mountains and paste �em in and therefore bulk 
up our ranges. 

98. To add some flavor to the volcanoes, click on the mountains layer and make a 
new layer, rename it to lava, and use a yellow with a small pencil and sketch in 
the main lava dome and some cracks running in to it (if you want some lava 
flows), fill in the dome if you haven�t already, then make a new layer and put it 
under the lava layer and rename it fire, use a medium orange small airbrush and 
click once, apply an inner glow of red with a small size of 2 or so (reset the mode 
to normal instead of screen) and voila!  For visual effect it helps sometimes to run 
some lava rivers out from the cone and put in some smoky clouds. 



99. 
 

100. If too bright, then either mess around with the blending options or make a 
new layer above the lava layer, change to a small black airbrush and click once or 
twice. 

101. As far as beaches are concerned, don�t try to put �em in, it just outlines 
everything and since 1 pixel = 1 mile any beach would be at least 1 mile wide 
which is freakin huge, seriously, if you have never been to a beach the largest I 
have seen are a few hundred yards at most at low tide, this is why we have the 
continental shelf (to hint at beaches); if you are doing something where the scale 
of 1 pixel = 10 feet then it might be okay but at a scale of 1 pixel = 100 feet you 
get back to that outlined look again, not to mention that you have to either erase 
the beaches up in the cold areas or apply a gradient overlay of brown or gray. 

102. For those of a mind to do some last minute terra-forming by putting 
islands into the lakes, use the 1 pixel pencil and the appropriate color. 

103. Lastly, if you want some clouds, put a new layer on top of everything, 
reset the foreground and background to black and white, filter > render > clouds 
then select > color range use black and fuzziness 200 then delete and deselect, 



erase parts you don�t want and apply any sort of distortions you want for 
hurricanes, jet streams, etc and erase a bunch of clouds so you can actually see the 
map.  I haven�t had any knock out results with adding clouds yet so I don�t have 
too many suggestions. 

104. It�s at this point where I usually change my mind about the color of my 
ocean, rivers, or lakes.  Click on the ocean layer and make a new layer.  Control-
click on the base layer.  Select > modify > expand = 50.  Select > feather = 50.  
Select > inverse.  Pick a different color (I usually go darker then fill and deselect.  
I�ll probably change my mind about this color at least 2 more times so I just add a 
layer style of color overlay.  At this point, you could have as many as 20 layers or 
as few as 5 (for this tut I have 17) but it doesn�t really matter as long as it looks 
right or good to you. 

105. When finally done and happy, save the document as continent 1 or 
something (this is so that we always have an original to come back to).  This map 
looks pretty fantastic and I spend a lot of time just staring at my maps and 
fantasizing about orc raiding parties coming down from the mountains and 
Vikings raiding coastal towns and what�s going on at the village fair and deciding 
where I would place towns and roads.  If you want to start detailed mapping and 
placing towns and such then link everything together except for the base layer 
(and clouds layer if you have one) and merge it.  Your system will thank you for 
reducing its load.  Rename it something similar like continent 1 flat.  The reason 
for not merging the base layer is so that if we want to add borders or states etc, we 
don�t want to be drawing off into the ocean so we can always control-click the 
base layer to prevent that.  Here�s my final. 



106. 
 

107. For an antique looking map:  A. before flattening the image put a black 
color overlay on the rivers, lakes, and deltas. B. copy the base layer and move it 
way down to just above the reef and rename it to rings. C. click the reef layer and 
create a new layer and rename it antique 1, fill with color code F2DABD abd set 
layer opacity to 60% D. click the layer just under the base layer (for me it�s 
deltas) and create a new layer then fill with color code F2DABD and set layer 
blending mode to color then rename to antique 2 (this sorta applies a dark sepia 
tone look). E. create a new layer and fill with color code 947047 and set layer 
blending mode to color and rename to antique 3 (this puts a lil more yellow into 
our sepia tone look) F. create a new layer and fill with color code EFD6B9 and set 
layer blending mode to color and rename to antique 4 (this puts more yellow in) 
G. create a new layer and fill with color code D5B999 and set layer blending 
mode to color and rename to antique 5 (this sorta grays things up a bit)  H. create 
a new layer and fill with color code DDCDBC and set layer blending mode to soft 
light and rename antique 6  I. click on the rings layer and add some black rings 
via stroke using a black and clear gradient with shape burst  J. click the antique 5 



layer and create a new layer and fill with some parchment texture and change the 
blending mode and/or opacity to suit you (I fill with a light gray, filter > texture > 
texturizer, set blending mode to hard light and opacity 50%) and if you want to, 
put in some burned edges (lookup burned paper or burned edges tutorials), large 
X marks and maybe a fancy compass and some ships and sea monsters (scanned 
from somewhere or clip art) and some text and viola, we have an old looking map 
� the reason for all the color layers is that each one knocks out a green or a gray 
or a blue or a yellow etc, this will again make the file size quite large so flatten if 
you want � I don�t flatten anything because I like to refer back to previous maps 
and see what each layer is and make changes or improvements. 

108. 
 

109. Final words:  this whole process � done by hand � can take as little as 5 
minutes or as long as weeks � I even made an action once that (omitting some 
steps and changing some other steps) made a pretty decent map.  On the base 
layer set the opacity to whatever you like to make the map lighter or darker, the 
colors of course are all subjective depending on personal taste and monitor setup 
(I�m always changing my gamma setup so the colors named here change quite a 



lot, if you change your setup then you will most likely have to make new maps 
because the teals in the continental shelf always seem to freak out).  Take some 
screen shots of NASA, MSN, or Google earth maps and use the eye dropper to 
include those same colors seen there and make yourself some swatches for the 
various parts of our world like the Sahara, the Amazon, the Himalayas, the great 
plains, etc., of course you could always just cut n paste from those screenshots but 
that defeats the purpose of this tutorial (and I prefer the MSN maps or the NASA 
maps because of the goofy color squares in the Google maps).  Use the brushes to 
add as much detail as you want especially in mountains, deltas, or for extra 
texturing and coloring in the plains.  Try a full earth at least once even if not at the 
large scales I use or even if you have to make each continent separate and paste 
them onto a larger whole.  Try something more focused like a river delta city or 
skull island where 1 pixel can = 1 foot and use some clip art to mark where cities 
and buildings are (I frequently raid the art files of my games like Civ4 so most of 
the time I have to use Irfanview or various 3d programs to view them and export 
them as jpegs).  You can also find all sorts of backgrounds, textures, and pattern 
files on the net (if you want some realistic grass for example) and with some 
tweaking, you can turn these into patterns or brushes and directly paint the flora 
onto your plains or trees onto your forests (this usually only works with smaller 
scales like 1 pixel = 1 foot).  Take your digital camera with you the next time 
you�re going to be flying and take some pics out of the window and crop �em into 
new patterns, heck climb up on the roof and take some pics of grass or dirt and 
crop �em into patterns, stand on a hill or mountain and take some pics of the tops 
of the trees, go up into a tall building and shoot the roofs of the other buildings, 
basically get yourself elevated and you will find all sorts of things to incorporate.  
Working on one small island can be a lot of fun and have loads of detail while 
working on continents puts things into a larger context.  If you find a way to make 
a good close up of a muddy river bank let me know ☺, you would think that 
living in St. Louis that I could do this since the muddy Mississippi and Missouri 
are right here but alas muddy water and muddy mud blend together too much.  
You can also merge the rivers and lakes onto the land layer and with some 
tweaking export the land layer as a bump map (various formats like .png, .tga, 
and, .tiff) and put it into a 3d program (see what formats your program supports, I 
use Terragen most often so I export as .tga) to view your world in first person.  
Put in borders and use dots or clipart for ports and cities (I use anchors for ports, 
stars for capitals, towers for, duh, towers and various size dots for various size 
cities and villages) and make some roads and suddenly your map becomes a 
whole living world where you start thinking about mining camps and ferry boats 
and where the orcs and elves live and what they export for trade, and social 
hierarchies, economic foundations, political structure, and magical/religious 
systems and when you decide to take a break you�ve lost a month somewhere. 

110. I started this journey quite by accident � I was testing what various 
functions did to some rendered clouds and discovered the gradient map.  When I 
realized that I could change that gradient to anything I wanted I now had a goal � 
I wanted to make my own fantasy world that didn�t look like I drew it by hand, I 
wanted it to look real like a Google map. The various programs for making maps 


